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07-24-2015 #1 Hello everyone. Windows 10 is due for release July 29. We tested the RS2014 internally, like many fans with Win10 beta builds, and we don't expect any major problems with Rocksmith's compatibility. As far as our tests have shown, the RS2014 should work normally as long as Windows 10 is running normally. As with the launch of any large operating system, there may be errors that affect the playability of RS2014 - in
particular, we've seen a few problems with sound drivers in pre-builds of Windows 10 - but we believe that the game you already own and play should work well under normal conditions. However, we stand if something surfaces that needs our attention or active correction. Please use this topic to report any problems you have encountered with Rocksmith 2014 through Windows 10, and please offer as many details as possible so we
can understand what you are experiencing. There are a few things to know in advance: Real Tone Cable works best in USB 2.0 ports; If your Windows 10 computer only offers 3.0 ports and you're having trouble, try using a USB 2.0 hub (this is what I use at home in Windows 7). Real Tone Cable's profit can be adjusted in the Windows Sound Control panel. Make sure it is cranked for better results. If your Windows system shows the
Real Tone cable as a hocksmit on the device list, this is usually a sign that your USB port isn't getting enough power. Try another port or power hub. General recommendations for PC support can be found here. You can always contact our support groups with specific questions via Facebook, Twitter or a support website. Otherwise, let us know what you see when you see it and we can understand it together. Thank you! Dan 07-25-
2015 #2 BTW, since the full-screen RS2014 on Win 10 looks like a full-screen RS2014 on Win 7 or Win 8, here's a quick screenshot of RS2014 running in a small window on our Win 10 test machine here at SF Studios. I played some toads on bass and had no problems. But your experience may be different, so chime if it does! 07-29-2015 #3 just finished all my backups and shuffling OS between machines. The plan is to install
Windows 10 tomorrow from RTM. Iso. I'll let you know how it goes, but for now, the last go at it on Windows 8.1 07-29-2015 #4 originally published Hermit Go to the original post Just finished all my backups and shuffling os between machines. The plan is to install Windows 10 tomorrow from RTM. Iso. I'll let you know how it goes, but for now, the last one to go for it is on Windows 8.1... tested on Retail / RTM (Build 10240) Rocksmith
and Rocksmith 2014 both work. Heck, even the login page of this site works with Edge. #5 So the game runs fine, but now the same issue that I had with Windows 8 goes up. Drivers for Windows 10 will not work with a usb cable. I went through every troubleshooting procedure that I tried last time; the ones that I thought and those even ubisoft support told me on the phone that didn't work. If I connect the cable to the 3.0 port, it will
come up as a hocksmit in the device manager. If I plug it into a USB 2.0 port, it will juist come up as a USB audio device. The problem with both of them is that it issues a bug code of 10, which means that it fails and doesn't work, or even start. 07-30-2015 #6 I found on an older surface device that I needed to use a powered USB hub to get a USB cable to sign up properly. Maybe that's your problem. I had an old RB d0ngle lying
around and when I plugged the USB cable in that it worked. It wasn't on Win10, but on Win8 on the surface. 07-30-2015 #7 updated to Win10 yesterday and didn't run into audio in the game at all. I thought it was an audio driver issue (as being not the last... swamp standard Realtek onboard jobby), so I updated them to the last, but it didn't help. I also tried running the game under Win7/8 compatibility modes, without Steam, with
Steam, but without overlay, and any combo of the above without any benefit (including a few crashes at launch too) I discovered just now while hunting for my own solutions, pottery about in the config file, is that the game doesn't like the custom buffer sizes as small as you could do in Win7 (which I've upgraded). I set it at default 0, and although I got the audio back, it's heavily distorted, as if the size isn't big enough. I don't know what
else to do really, I'll keep tinkering to see if there's more tweaking to be had, but it seems to pop up every so often elsewhere (seen it on Reddit and Steam). I'll keep you in the post if I find anything, but I suspect it will be on your part to possibly find an EDIT solution: Resolved to disable 'Win32UltraLowLatencyMode' (i.e. set at 0) Set MaxOutputBufferSize on everything that works. I found that it should be set higher than before, I ran it
for 156 in ol' Win7 days, but had to put it on 276 to remove all the signs of cracking (may need tweaking yet) I have yet to determine the delay problem, it seemed normal (maybe a little more noticeable than before, but it's playable and tweakable) UPDATE: a little late in response, but the big November Win10 update allowed me to go back to my .ini settings back as they originally were on Win7, so any lag now passed from my
perspective. This is with Realtek 6.0.1.7541 drivers. 07-30-2015 #8 Windows 7: Ideal, no delay, no cod regardless of your configuration. Windows 8 : The only way to play without cracking was to put Windows Vista compatibility mode and exclusive mode to 0, or install Win32UltraLowLatencyMode to 0 with low quality sound windows 10 : install Win32UltraLowLatencyMode to 0 with low sound quality and still crackling 07-30-2015 #9 I
upgraded to Win10 this morning and I also confirm that Rocksmith works great on it. 07-30-2015 #10 originally published by ununbiumross Go to original post updated to Win10 yesterday and run into non-audio in the game at all. I thought it was a matter of audio driver (as to not not Most... swamp standard Realtek onboard jobby), so I updated them to the last, but it didn't help. I also tried running the game under Win7/8 compatibility
modes, without Steam, with Steam, but without overlay, and any combo of the above without any benefit (including a few crashes at launch too) I discovered just now while hunting for my own solutions, pottery about in the config file, is that the game doesn't like the custom buffer sizes as small as you could do in Win7 (which I've upgraded). I set it at default 0, and although I got the audio back, it's heavily distorted, as if the size isn't
big enough. I don't know what else to do really, I'll keep tinkering to see if there's more tweaking to be had, but it seems to pop up every so often elsewhere (seen it on Reddit and Steam). I'll keep you in the post if I find anything, but I suspect it will be on your part to possibly find an EDIT solution: Resolved to disable 'Win32UltraLowLatencyMode' (i.e. set at 0) Set MaxOutputBufferSize on everything that works. I found that it had to be
set higher than before, I ran it at 156 in ol' Win7 days, but had to put it on 276 to remove all the signs of crackling (may need tweaking yet) I have yet to determine the delay problem seemed normal (maybe a little more noticeable than before, but it's playable and tweakable) I get the same problem, but change config as you said it still doesn't work. 1 person found it useful to want to buy the game if it were on xbox. Both my laptop and
PC have WIN10. Page 2 27 comments So, day 29 of this month's W10 full version will be officially released, my question is, will the file required to play CDLC still compatible? I don't know much about this, but I read somewhere that the file has something to do with the drivers, so with the new SO, the drivers need to be updated. This is one of the things that really makes me wonder if I should update it or not. Anyone who tried the
preview version got it working? I updated yesterday and just tried to use the RS2014 for the first time, but now I get a sound error initialing no audio output etc. Usually it's my speaker cable going into the back of my motherboard play or razer synapse, but I've tried sorting out and neither seems to be working, trying to install compatibility w7 and w8 so far nothing. If someone else has a w10 and got this but fixed it, please help! I
updated yesterday and just tried to use the RS2014 for the first time, but now I get a bug sound initialization no audio output etc. usually it's my speaker cable going into the back of my motherboard play or razer synapse, but I tried sorting both out and neither seems to be working, trying to install w7 and w8 still nothing. If someone else has a w10 and got this but fixed it, please help! I guess I gladly I haven't upgraded it yet. Have you
tried to update your drivers? If so, I think you should tweet @Rocksmithgame or or about your problem and ask if it's a commune issue and if they know what you should do. EDIT: Found this can be helpful. look for ununbiumross post, it seems that there were also sound problems, but got them fixed. I still haven't been able to make it work, but thanks for the link anyway. Tweeted and rocksmithgame so hopefully I'll get an answer
soon. This is the only problem I have encountered so far and it seems that very few have this problem. I've seen a long list of games running on w10 from somewhere listing almost all my games and on Ubisoft forums including Rocksmith 2014 so I went ahead and installed it. Doesn't work for me and RS2014 though 'Edited : ForgeOn I've been running Windows 10 for a few months, first as a technical preview, and windows 10 finale
from the 27th .. the rocksmith and cdlcs worked just fine for me. Custom DLC works. The only thing I had to change was LatencyBuffer 2 to 4 Y_Y (2 no sound, 3 very crappy sound) I'm running on MaxOutputBuffer size. It's very bad and I can't understand why... I've been running Windows 10 for a few months, first as a technical preview, and windows 10 finals with 27th.. the rocksmith and cdlcs worked just fine for me. yes, but as far
as I can remember, you had the same sound bug, I just don't remember what you did to fix it. Isn't that a Rocksmith Cable Driver? I'm allergic to stupidity. I break out in sarcasm. Also, I'll be putting Win 10 on my laptop, so there's any problem with Rocksmith, EoF, or the toolkit I hope to find soon. I'm allergic to stupidity. I break out in sarcasm. So far the easiest OS update I've ever done. It kept my Steam games in place ... Good!!!!! I'm
allergic to stupidity. I break out in sarcasm. I didn't actually set my win10 as an update.. I installed it as a new/fresh set... but they're off topic. Ive had no problem with the rocksmith in Windows 10. I got turned the way up on my tail, and had to turn it down to get a release of a bunch of noise. but I can hardly blame the windows for that. I fixed the problem of initialization of the sound yesterday. Already tried to update all the drivers
through the device manager many times, but I decided to look around at the realtek site anyway and found the Windows 10 driver, installed it and everything seems to be fine now. Custom DLC works. The only thing I had to change was LatencyBuffer 2 to 4 Y_Y (2 no sound, 3 very crappy sound) I'm running on MaxOutputBuffer size. It's very bad and I can't understand why... It's the same thing happening to me. Before the Win10
update, I was able to work with the engine latency installed at 2, which was awesome because I had zero lag. Now after the update, I have to it at 4, which causes a very small delay. I'd like to find a solution. The same goes for delay 4. Another minor mistake seems to be when I choose to quit smoking, it brings me back to the front screen (Rocksmith 2014) to push Enter and not close the close (If it's not because CGT works?) I have
the same problem, can not play normally on win10. Work only as it was punished above: buffers number 4 and size-0, otherwise there is no sound. But with this setting a very large lattency in the sound of the guitar, and lags behind with all the graphics, unplayble. Looks like you need a rollback to win seven or eight. p.s. And yet bugs win10 - stop worked to start menu@ after changing monitors, and resetting drivers of the graphic
digitizer, poor manual panels, cut off functions. That's bullshit. p.s. And yet bugs win10 - stop worked to start menu@ after changing monitors, and resetting drivers of the graphic digitizer, poor manual panels, cut off functions. That's bullshit. I also get the can't detect sound output bug in Windows10. I use the Line 6 POD Studio GX external sound card and it works great with everything except RS2014:/ :/ / rocksmith 2014 windows 10
fix. rocksmith 2014 windows 10 crash. rocksmith 2014 windows 10 cable. error sound initialization rocksmith 2014 windows 10. instalar rocksmith 2014 windows 10. how to install rocksmith 2014 on windows 10. does rocksmith 2014 work with windows 10. rocksmith 2014 not working on windows 10
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